
November 3rd & Dec. 8th

November 19th

November 23rd - 25th

November 24th - 25th

November 24th - 25th

November 25th

ART AFTER DARK GHANA @ THE MIX DESIGN HUB, OSU, ACCRA

ANWAMOO FESTIVAL @ ATOMIC PARK, ACCRA

GOLD STATEMENT @ LANCASTER HOTEL, ACCRA

THE YOUTH FESTIVAL  @ UNTAMED EMPIRE, ACCRA

EARLYFEST-EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION FESTIVAL  @ CATHOLIC 
INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS AND TECHNOLOGY CIBT AUDITORIUM , ACCRA

YOUTUBE CREATORS FESTIVAL GHANA @ ACCRA MALL

Art After Dark is an event that enables artists to showcase their pieces, and allow for attendees 
to simultaneously enjoy performances, talks, music and other cultural activities in a relaxed & 
festive atmosphere. This event is designed to attract a diverse audience who are interested in art 
events that feature interactive installations & activities.

Anwamoo Festival is a fun-filled social event that brings people together to cook and eat our 
indigenous rice delicacy, anwamoo. The event also promotes social interaction, cultivates a 
sense of unity and amplifies the ‘Eat Ghana’ campaign by showcasing our rich local cuisine. It’s 
also a platform for networking to share business ideas while promoting local brands. 

This event is a Conference, workshop, exhibition of the unique craftsmanship in Ghanaian 
handmade jewellery, climaxes with Gala Night and a jewellery catwalk/runway show.

To connect young Africans aged 15-35 with an inter-est in the arts and music, to use technology 
to drive their entrepreneurial goals and prepare for the fu-ture jobs market. To expose the youth 
to the use of artificial intelligence (AI) in the tech space across industries. Encourage entrepre-
neurship and provide space for networking among the youth and with local and international 
businesses. In order to inspire young individuals to apply their acquired knowledge, a grant will 
be provided to 10 participants recog-nized for their exceptional and innovative entrepre-neurial 
ideas and/or active businesses utilizing tech-nology to fuel their operations.

This event brings together voices from Africa and the Diaspora to discuss the impact of 
education on a global scale in the early years of a child’s life.  The festival will bring early 
childhood education educators and stakeholders to socialize, network and formulate solutions 
to challenges in the sector.  The festival will also celebrate hard-working personalities who have 
made an impact in the sector.  Earlyfest is expected to bring together teachers, parents, school 
owners, managers, NGOs, associations, government agencies, publishers and other key 
stakeholders in the industry.

The YouTube Creators Festival is a 3-day long convention that brings all content creators across 
the region to engage, educate and inspire in the global YT community. This is the 3rd edition 
of the festival. The main event is on 25th of November at Accra Mall and features a series of 
presentations, panel discussions, performances, and many other engaging activities. 
Prior to the main event is the creators tour and all female master class. The conference will 
be climaxed with the Creators Awards Night & Concert, which will recognize hard working and 
influential content creators in Ghana. The festival is powered by Entamoty, with several local & 
international partners.



November 25th

November 25th

December 1st

December 1st & 2nd

December 1st & 2nd

December 1st & 2nd

December 2nd

December 1st,2nd,8th & 16th

I CRY ACCRA @ PORKYTO’S LOUNGE, ACCRA

AFRICAN BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES FORUM & EXPO @ COLLEGE OF 
PHYSICIANS & SURGEONS, ACCRA

AFRICAN LEGENDS NIGHT @ GRAND ARENA AICC, ACCRA

EATS & BEATS FOOD AND MUSIC FESTIVAL @ AICC, ACCRA

AFRICAN FOOD FESTIVAL  @ BUNSO ECO PARK, BUNSO

THE GODS ARE NOT TO BLAME - A STAGE PLAY 
@ NATIONAL THEATRE, ACCRA

CREATIVE ARTS FESTIVAL @ BUKOM BOXING ARENA, ACCRA

AFRICAN COUNTRIES DANCE AWARDS
@ ALLIANCE FRANÇAISE, ACCRA

“I Cry Accra” is a theatrical performance.  A story that takes place in contemporary Accra, 
to both high-light and reveal general impressions and reflections while giving rhetorical 
commentaries of a capital city we claim to know. Through the eye of an insider and presented 
by the voices of Ehalakasa. These voices have lived through and seen Accra in its worst times—
and words times—and are currently on the mountain top of our nation’s capital screaming. “I 
Cry Accra,” that someone within the sound of our voice will hear us and come. The night will 
undoubt-edly be an experience to remember.

African business opportunities forum and expo is a yearly event focused on gathering thousands 
of business stakeholders on the African continent and beyond to discuss, discover, network and 
be empowered to take advantage of the business opportunities within the African continent 
and the opportunities that AfCFTA offers. Come and learn, network, get inspired and discover 
new business opportunities from exhibition stands mounted by Ghanaian government agencies, 
embassies of African countries that are signatories to the African Continental Free Trade Area, 
business exhibitors and seasoned speakers.

The African Legends Night is a high-profile musical concert held annually that recognizes and 
celebrates African musicians who are living legends. Over the years artistes including Hugh 
Masekela, Femi Kuti, Amakye Dede, Awilo Longomba, Freddie Meiway and the Princess of 
Africa Yvonne Chaka Chaka are just a few of the notable names that have performed in previ-
ous editions. Not only does the event offer fans an intimate experience with music legends to 
experience top-tier entertainment, but it also facilitates direct brand interaction and networking 
opportunities drawing crowds of over 1000 people.

Eats & Beats Food and Music Festival is an event designed to celebrate the culinary expertise 
of Ghana. Held on Farmers’ Day weekend, the event seeks to promote the EAT Ghana agenda, 
showcasing Ghanaian cuisines and the people who make them. The event will cater to the 
different stakeholders of the food ecosystem, featuring food conversations, new recipes, and 
eating experiences amongst others. The experience will be well laced with music from different 
DJs, live band music and performances from the best acts in the industry.

The event is celebrate our farmers and promote African Food beyond the African continent.

The Gods are Not to Blame is one of the most popular African stage plays. Originally created in 
1968, this adaptation features a Ghanaian and Nigerian cast.  It’s a story that is so powerful and 
has been popular across generations.  This theatrical masterpiece will be enjoyed by everyone 
and will pique the interest of the global African diaspora with a keen interest in African theatre.   

The biggest kid’s arts festival focuses on encouraging innovative ideas among children in Ghana. 
As part of projecting and promoting creativity, which serves as a springboard for entrepreneurial 
revolution among kids and youth. The Creative Arts Festival aims to contribute to and promote 
the rich cultural values of Ghana and project the Ghanaian creative arts industry to the world at 
large.

AFRICAN COUNTRIES DANCE AWARD is the very first event of its kind in Ghana that will bring 
together all African countries including Ghana for a dance com-petition that will promote African 
Culture and Music. AFRICAN COUNTRIES DANCE AWARD is not only to promote African culture 
but also to make a platform in order to create visibility on the diversity and simi-larities of our 
countries’ values and wealth as well as to encourage mutual partnerships among ourselves in 
Africa.



December 2nd

December 3rd

December 3rd

December 4th

December 4th - 9th

December 2nd

RHYTHMS ON DA RUNWAY @ AICC, ACCRA

LIGHTUP THE PARADE @ INDEPENDENCE AVENUE (STREET OF AKO ADJEI 
TO ROUNDABOUT), ACCRA

FARMERS DAY FUFU PARTY @ GUVNOR GRILL & BAR, ACCRA

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN IN BUSINESS | BRUNCH WITH US -ELEVATING 
YOUR BUSINESS | GHANA EDITION @ KEMPINSKI HOTEL , ACCRA

KUMASI CARNIVAL @ KUMASI

“INTRO.DUES.IN.US” - “AN.ORDER.WAY” III 
@ GOETHE INSTITUT, CANTONMENTS, ACCRA

Named the “Biggest cultural exposé in Africa” by The BBC., Rhythms On Da Runway is an annual 
music and fashion event that celebrates designers and music artists in Africa. This year the event 
celebrates its 11th edition.  The theme for 2023 is the ‘Aqua Edition’ to put a spotlight on 
sustainability and preserving our water for the future.

Light Up The City is an annual Christmas project launched in 2019. This project is designed by 
Jandel limited and executed in collaboration with Mullen Lowe as well as Metropolitan & District 
Assemblies, Corporate organizations and endorsed by Beyond the Return. Since 2019, this 
project has consistently been awe-inspiring and improving the aesthetics and experience. Our 
aim has been to deliver Christmas lights with a Ghanaian touch. Our major participants include 
Ecobank, Standard Chartered, Armed Forces, Enterprise Group, MTN, Access Bank, Latter Day 
Saints, Melcom, Stanbic Bank FBN Bank, CH Group, just to mention a few. The exciting theme 
for this year is “Embrace the radiance of Ghana”. This theme was carefully chosen to reflect the 
essence of our project and to further amplify our goal of fostering connections, conversations 
that transcend borders and unite people from the motherland and the dias-pora. This year, we 
invite businesses, brands, crea-tors to come along with family and friends to join in creating the 
longest Christmas Float parade dubbed “Light Up the Parade GH”. Through this project we aim 
to create an inclusive platform that brings to-gether people of all backgrounds.

Fufu Party is coming to East Legon! In support of Ghana Food and Ghana Farmers. The Fufu Par-
ty will be held at Guvnor Grill & Bar, American House, East Legon, (Adjacent to UBA Bank). Come 
support Ghana Farmers and enjoy your fufu with snails, Goat meat, fish, palmnut or light soup 
at good value for your money. There will also be fun moments as you will get to enjoy some 
musical dance performances and live music. Event starts on Sunday, 3rd December @ 12 Noon 
sharp. The 2023 edition promises to be the biggest yet!

The International Women in Business and Real Estate Brunch is a special occasion that highlights 
the achievements and contributions of women in both the business and real estate industries. 
It serves as a platform to showcase the successes of women entrepreneurs, professionals, 
and leaders in these fields. The event will feature inspiring keynote speeches from prominent 
women leaders and panel discussions with industry experts that provide valuable insights and 
knowledge on various aspects of business and real estate in Ghana and abroad. Attendees can 
expect to learn about the latest trends, challenges, and opportunities in both industries, as well 
as strategies for success and professional growth.

Kumasi Carnival is one of the most vibrant events that celebrates the coming together of 
Caribbean and Ghanaian culture.  Since 2019, the Ghana-Caribbean Chamber of Commerce has 
been organizing this event that brings together the global African Diaspora and carnival lovers 
to Ghana to experience the Caribbean style street carnival and various engaging activities 
throughout the week. Featuring curated events that will have a positive impact on the economy, 
while boosting trade, tourism, and the local hospitality industry. 

Whether spoken by word, acted by movement or delivered in silence, a performance is never 
misleading. Even if it’s misleading, it leads to something that was, something that is, and or 
something that is to come. “We” see a performance and “we” start guessing meanings, “we” 
embroider stories or supposed narratives that may and or may not, but who says “we” can’t? 
“Intro.Dues.In.US” is set to take us on an.order meticulous journey into the multidimensional 
idea of “US” metaphorically speaking to see, taste, smell, touch and feel what was, what is, what 
could be and or become. 



December 6th - 9th

December 7th

December 7th

December 8th

December 8th - Jan. 3rd

December 9th

December 8th - 10th

CULTURAL ONENESS FESTIVAL @ TAMALE

FIRST TIME HOMEBUYERS SEMINAR @ AICC, ACCRA

HOME COMING BASH (MUSIC) @ NATIONAL THEATRE, ACCRA

THE SON OF UMBELLE (DRAMA) @ NATIONAL THEATRE, ACCRA

INSPIRATION WEEKEND 2023 @ ACCRA, TAMALE

ADINKRA: THE MUSICAL @ NATIONAL THEATRE, ACCRA

EMBRACING OUR ROOTS: UPPER EAST RENAISSANCE 
@ TONGO, NAVRONGO AND SIRIGU

The Cultural Oneness Festival organized by The Taste Of Afrika is a vibrant celebration of African 
cultures and creative arts, promotes local tourism and African heritage. It showcases Ghanaian 
cultures, offers investment opportunities, facilitates Diaspora pathways, celebrates Ghana’s her-
itage, and encourages giving back to the community. Through music, dance, art, and dialogues, 
the festival creates a vibrant tapestry of cultural unity, economic growth, and shared values.

The FTHB in Ghana seminar is an end-of-year event to educate and provide professional 
assistance to individuals from the diaspora who wish to own a home or are keen on real estate 
investment opportunities in Ghana. The First-Time Homebuyers in Ghana seminar holds great 
importance as it addresses the specific needs and challenges faced by diasporan individuals 
seeking to purchase their first homes. The diasporan community, comprised of individuals 
who have migrated or have ancestral ties to their home country, often encounter unique 
circumstances when navigating the real estate market in their host country. This seminar aims 
to provide them with essential guidance, information, and access to resources tailored to their 
circumstances, empowering them to make informed decisions and achieve their 
homeownership goals.

A selection of Ghanaian popular and classical music. Performance by The National Symphony 
Orchestra.

Joshua, the son of Madam Umbele, who built an empire and made men her slaves, goes on an 
adventure to find the third end of a rope. He falls in love with the daughter of Sumako who is 
believed to carry a family curse on her head. How does Joshua accomplish his mission in this 
community shrouded with its superstitious beliefs?

Bicycle Distribution of donated bicycles shipped from the United States to help and support 
the transportation issues in selected areas or communities. Dec 8-12 (Bicycle Donation to 
communities in the Northern Region, Tamale), Dec 14-16: Ghana to the Moon Business and 
Technology Conference, with a career fair and pitch competition and investors at the World 
trade Center Accra. Dec 18 - 24: Art Exhibition, Accra. Dec 26 - Jan 3: Sporting Event and 
Tournament at Bukom Boxing Arena, Accra

This second original musical of The Indigen Group, written and created by Vako Ferguson, tells 
the story of Aba, a young girl discovering the meaning of life through various circumstances she 
encounters as she grows up. The story weaves in traditional Adinkra symbols and proverbs as 
lessons she learns along the way. Incorporating the elements of music, dance and drama in a 
masterful way, by a talented cast, Adinkra: The Musical, first staged in 2018, promises to thrill 
you with the best Ghana has to offer in the performing arts, leaving you with a taste of its rich 
cultural heritage.

Join us on a captivating 3-day journey through the enchanting region of Upper East, Ghana. Ex-
perience an immersive blend of cultural heritage, thrilling hiking expeditions, and vibrant night-
life. Engage in guided tours of historic landmarks, indulge in authentic local cuisine, and witness 
mesmerizing traditional performances. This event celebrates the region’s rich history, fosters 
economic empowerment, and promotes a new sense of unity and pride. Embrace your roots, 
shape the future, and be part of the remarkable “Embracing Our Roots: Upper East Renaissance.



December 9th

December 9th

December 9th - 10th

December 13th

December 14th

December 12th - 13th

December 13th - 17th

IGNITION HIGH SCHOOL FESTIVAL @ AVIATION SOCIAL CENTRE, ACCRA

HAIR’ITAGE AFRICA @ KWAME NKRUMAH MEMORIAL PARK, ACCRA

ICAD 2023 @ GA MANTSE PALACE, ACCRA 

LOVE FOR AFRICA (MUSIC) @ NATIONAL THEATRE, ACCRA

DILEMMA OF A GHOST (DRAMA) @ NATIONAL THEATRE, ACCRA

ANKOS TADI IN ACCRA @ THE UNDERBRIDGE, ACCRA

DECEMBER GHANA GARDEN AND FLOWER SHOW (GGFS)
@ EFUA SUTHERLAND PARK, ACCRA

Ignition High School Festival is an event dedicated to providing an annual celebration of culture 
of the youth in high schools focusing on using arts and sports as the main tool of engagement. 
This platform brings together the best in arts (Music, Dance and Fashion) and Sports (Basket-
ball, Soccer and Volley-ball) from the various high schools to compete for the number one 
spot. Representing the culture of high school, the program features fun activities in the form of 
games, picture taking, graffiti arts and more. The program features professional music and dance 
artistes, performing at different intervals to the delight of audience. This program is the ultimate 
high school event in December.

Hair’itage Africa is a natural hair show on 9th December at Nkrumah Memorial Park. 12pm-2pm: 
Hair Talk among stylists, hair doctors and advocates. Bazaar for merchandising of hair products. 
3pm-6pm: Catwalk/Music and fun. Objectives * To project Natural Hair as a fashion statement by 
all categories of people and by men and women in a position to influence continental adoption 
* To afford manufacturers and vendors the chance to showcase their products and usage * To 
help reduce Africa’s imported hair budget. Outreaches: There will be outreaches to schools and 
corporate organizations to advocate the adoption of natural hair.

International Convention of Africans in Diaspora (ICAD) will host its inaugural conference in 
Accra, Ghana (9th-10th December, 2023) under the theme “Truth Need to be Told”. The 
conference is expected to attract both Diasporans and Africans to the event as a way of foster-
ing tourism and relations among the Diasporans, the African continent, and beyond. The ICAD 
Conference is organized by the International Clergy Association Inc (ICA)

An all-African music performance with carefully selected songs for our audience performed by 
The National Symphony Orchestra.

Ato, a Ghanaian from the Odumna clan returns to Ghana from his studies in North America as 
a graduate and brings with him a black American wife. His family is confused because marriage 
is not between two individuals but the two families of the groom and the bride; more so, when 
Ato reveals that his wife has no tribe.

Get ready for the exciting two-day event, Ankos Tadi in Accra. This highly anticipated event will 
feature the captivating Masquerade performance from Takoradi, showcasing the vibrant culture 
and talents of Ghana’s Western Region. Immerse yourself in traditional music, dance, and flavors 
that will transport you straight to the heart of Takoradi. As the rhythms of Ankos take centre 
stage, the air will buzz with excitement as attendees dance and revel in the energetic tunes. An-
kos Tadi is all about embracing Ghana’s rich heritage, enjoying a day filled with laughter, music, 
spectacular performances, and, of course, delicious traditional Ghanaian cuisine.

Mark your calendar for this extraordinary event. 

The December Ghana Garden and Flower Show (GGFS) was introduced in 2022 to mark the 10th 
anniversary of the movement. The show seeks to promote love for nature and the environment, 
and to create awareness about the need to protect our planet even during the Christmas season 
and holiday celebrations. The show, a five-day event, features an exhibition of flowers and 
plants, gardening workshops and masterclasses, a children’s garden playground, and a variety 
of fun activities for everyone, and will be climaxed with Stratcomm Africa’s annual end of year 
thanksgiving concert; Praise Jam.



December 14th

December 14th - 16th

December 14th - 16th

December 14th - 16th

December 15th

December 15th - 17th

December 15th - 22nd

December 15th - 17th

December 15th - 17th

DIASPORA TO GHANA FOR BUSINESS WORKSHOP @ ACCRA

ASPAATERE INDIGENOUS CULTURAL FESTIVAL 
@ MANTSE AGBONA, ACCRA

ABILITY FAIR 2023 @ ACCRA

KIDDAFEST (CHILDREN’S ARTS & CULTURAL FESTIVAL ) 
@ NATIONAL THEATRE, ACCRA

GAJIA DUNIA (DANCE) @ NATIONAL THEATRE, ACCRA

RIVERFEST 23 @ PRAMPRAM, ACCRA

GHANA CINEMA WEEK  @ SILVERBIRD CINEMA, ACCRA

THE TRIAL @ AIRPORT CITY HOTEL, ACCRA

AFRICA BASKETBALL FESTIVAL  @ BUKOM BOXING ARENA, ACCRA

Your complete business success toolkit for running a successful business in Ghana. Learn about 
business registration, stated capital requirements, investment sectors and incentives, residency 
& work permits, hiring and compensating employees, diaspora business banking opportunities, 
taxpayer registration and compliance, & more.

Aspaatere is a symbol of resilience to the Ga people of Ghana. This name perfectly fits into 
the goal of the festival; to consolidate the resilience of our heritage! AICF2023 is a 3-day grand 
cultural festival (December 14 to 16) set to provide a single stage where the unique cultural her-
itage of all the 16 Regions of Ghana will be portrayed in detail to the world; our delicacies, cloth-
ing, artifacts, language, history, and tourism potentials at the heart of the capital, the Historic 
City of Accra! AICF2023 is your perfect heritage indulgence and December experience in Ghana.

Ability Fair 2023 is an innovative initiative that pro-vides persons with disability (PWDs) a 
unique tool to exhibit their products, services and talents to Ghana-ians and internationally. 
The objective is to create opportunities to empower and improve PWDs in-come earning, 
food security and increase livelihood sufficiency. The venue is the Museum of Science and 
Technology. We expect over 300 exhibitors, visitors of Beyond The Return, the public, tourists 
and en-terpreneurs. Side attractions of fun and games, med-ical screenings and musical 
performances will spice up the exhibition.

A 3 day event that will highlight childrens Arts and Culture

A Dance piece that explores the journey called life and its complexities. Performed by The Ghana 
Dance Ensemble

#RiverFest23, also themed “The Prapram Rave”, is a 3-day fun-packed event scheduled from 
Friday, 15 to Sunday, 17 December 2023. The festival is designed to have an action-packed pro-
gramme of activities with exciting exhibitions of talents and products from vendors. The event 
promises patrons an amazing experience of art and creativity from the local creative and art 
industry and a taste of the culture of the people of Prampram.

Ghana Cinema Week Presents its second edition targeted at promoting and celebrating 
Ghanaian films. The week-long event sets to restore the interest of Ghanaians in Ghana-made 
films, promote and develop the cinema going culture in the country, establish a sustainable 
distribution for locally produced Ghanaian films and provide an avenue for business growth.

“Someone must have slandered Joseph K., for one morning, without having done anything 
wrong, he was arrested.” In times of growing fears and resentments to all that is foreign, strange 
and alien, this fast and crazy theatre adaptation of the classic European novel “The Trial” is a 
fruitful encounter with the unknown. The Ghanaian version of THE TRIAL is now ready to tour 
venues, galleries and theatre spaces around the world. Already played at the Goethe Institut 
in Accra, School of performing Arts, University of Ghana, Nubuke Foundation and the National 
Theatre of Ghana. Directored by Simon Eifeler

A lifestyle event that merges the game of basketball with music and fashion show.



December 16th

December 16th - 17th

December 18th - 30th

December 19th

December 20th

December 20th

December 21st

December 21st

December 22nd

December 21st

CULTUREFEST GH  @ ACCRA TOURIST INFORMATION CENTER, ACCRA 

AFROPARK 2023  @ NYANIBA MARKET (TREE HOUSE), ACCRA

DIASPORA IN GHANA BRUNCH & LEARN  @ ACCRA

MIXED BAG (MUSIC)  @ NATIONAL THEATRE

IMAGES OF CONFLICTS (DANCE)  @ NATIONAL THEATRE

CONNECT THE DOTS NETWORKING EVENT  
@ ZINNIA EVENTS CENTER, ACCRA

AYIIYI @ NATIONAL THEATRE, ACCRA

THE GUBA DIASPORA NETWORK COCKTAIL EVENING @ ACCRA

BRIDE OF THE GOD’S (DRAMA) @ NATIONAL THEATRE, ACCRA

BEYOND THE CROWN: PAGEANTRY AND PROFESSIONAL SUCCESS
 @ LABADI BEACH HOTEL, ACCRA

Showcasing Ghana in a beautiful way. The maiden edition of Culturefest GH will be focusing 
primarily on indigenous Ghanaian dances,food/delicacies,fashion,education,businesses and a 
mini durbar to exhibit some of the very beautiful parts of our rich culture. Aims at providing an 
exclusive platform at an open and convenient location to observe and learn at first hand what 
Ghana has got to offer.

AfroPark’s mission is to provide a platform for African entrepreneurs, artists and designers to 
showcase their talent, skills and businesses. AfroPark events provide the African residents, 
returning diaspora and the wider globe a concentrated experience of the African culture and 
enterprise. This is all enabled by the talented Africans that form part of the AfroPark Community. 
Our flagship event, AfroPark 2023, provides the following offerings: • African Art • African Music 
• African Food & Drink • African Media Productions and Activities o Screening of an African 
Movie production – King Of T3MA, Sip and Paint and Games.

Meet new friends, build your network, and fellowship with other diaspora in various stages of 
moving to Ghana. Pick up key resources on what it takes to make a successful transition to 
Ghana, over brunch.

A night of Ghanaian Popular Music. Performed by The National Symphony Orchestra

A Dance piece and acts that brings to the fore conflicts in our societies.

Connect the Dots networking event is an event aimed to support attendees to attain their pro-
fessional goals, through networking. Each attendee will get the opportunity to introduce them-
selves to all others in attendance, sharing what they have to offer and what they want and need. 
There will also be an expert panel sharing how they’ve overcomed challenges, obtained start-up 
capital and moved their businesses to the next level, in Ghana.

A total theatre performance that uses music, dance, and drama as a vehicle to showcase the 
unique Ghanaian regional cultures.

A networking evening with fireside chat, introductions, topical conversations, music and more.

One day, a high priest catches the only daughter who is betrothed to the gods of their land, in 
an uncompromising position with Subinzali, his head servant. The high priest imprisons Subinzali 
awaiting execution as sacrifice to the gods. Can Nderize who is referred to as the flute of the 
gods exonerate her loved one? Or will the gods punish the two love birds for disregarding the 
oath the high priest has sworn to the gods?

Join us and gain invaluable insights into the journey of current and former pageant queens, dis-
covering how pageantry empowered their lives at school, work, and as entrepreneurs across the 
globe. Our empowering panel discussion, led by accomplished queens, will highlight the skills 
and values cultivated through the pageantry experience. Let’s embrace and honor the inherent 
beauty of Black women, showcasing their natural features, hair textures, and cultural practices 
within the Ghanaian context. Together, we’ll celebrate beauty, promote self-acceptance, and 
inspire future generations. Don’t miss this uplifting event!



December 22nd

December 22nd

December 22nd - 23rd

December 23rd

December 23rd

December 23rd

LYRICAL WARS @ JAMESTOWN COFFEE ROASTERS, ACCRA

POETIC RUNWAY @ JAMESTOWN COFFEE ROASTERS, ACCRA

TASTE OF GHANA 4.0 @ FORECOURT, STATE HOUSE, ACCRA

KIDFEST @ ADISADEL COLLEGE PARK, CAPE COAST

FIRE ON THE RUNWAY INTERNATIONAL @ OSU CASTLE, ACCRA

UNILAND FESTIVAL @ LAPALM ROYAL BEACH - UPFEST CITY , ACCRA

A celebration of African Hip-hop and celebration of hip-hop’s 50th anniversary headlined with 
rap battles from rappers across the continent to commemorate the hip-hop festival

Poetic Runway, a captivating event merging runway fashion and expressive poetry, 
embraces Ghana’s cultural heritage and pan-Africanism under the theme “A Decade of African 
Renaissance.” This unique program unites talented poets, designers, models, and spectators, 
fostering unity and celebration. Poets will recite powerful verses reflecting Africa’s diverse
 beauty, complemented by fashion inspired by traditional Ghanaian and pan-African aesthet-
ics, symbolizing the continent’s rebirth. The immersive experience sparks conversations about 
African identity, empowering both diaspora and Ghanaians while promoting Ghana as a vibrant 
cultural destination in line with Beyond The Return initiative’s objectives. Join us to celebrate 
Ghana and ignite pride in our African heritage.

The Taste of Ghana Festival aims to showcase the distinct and authentic traditional richness of 
made-in Ghana products which do not only tell stories about the rich cultural heritage of Ghana 
but also provides business and investment opportunities for Ghanaians, its diaspora, and people 
from all walks of life. The Festival creates an environment for various aspects of Ghana’s diverse 
cultural elements including food, beverages, cinema, art, and clothing to be highlighted.

Our Annual KidsFest Festival will be a day of fun for children and families to explore different 
booths, items for purchase, giving educational information and offering games and giveaways 
to all visitors Ghanaians and Foreigners . There will be inflatable rides, family-oriented vendors, 
crafts and food. A not-to-be-missed festival for families to join together and explore, educate, 
and inspire children’s abilities. The day is filled with lively entertainment, inter-active experiences 
and mega-information. It is a festival with crafts, food and vendors of family-oriented products 
and services. As always, we have our stage shows, games and lots of give-aways. The KidsFest is 
dedicated to not only amuse, but also communicate positive messages with non-stop fun and 
excitement.

FOTR is a traveling fashion production. Our theme is All Eyes on Us Refocus Africa. We donate 
to various NGOs in Ghana, and we promote tourism given the fact we are a traveling brand. We 
assist with accommodations information and visa requirements for all our potential attendees 
who are abroad. We assist with airport pickup and drop offs. FOTR also takes a small group of 
attendees to tour Ghana.

UNILAND is set to be largest global stage and the cutting-edge Ghanaian creative Students stage 
& tourism festival designed to attract a global audience to promote unity and build networks 
around the world helping bridging working capacities etc. The festival will be a full day of immer-
sive cultural experience that will bring together top Ghanaian artists and influencers to celebrate 
the convergence of various elements of popular Ghanaian culture (music, dance, food, art & 
crafts, fashion, Ghanaian groups & traditions) through an authentic yet cutting-edge production. 
Uniland will take place at four universities across the West Africa, Europe and a final stage at the 
end of the year at a selected country. Uniland gives you the opportunity to spend time explor-
ing university life, networking - meeting students and staff, making friends and having an action 
packed, fun experience that yields quality results. The platform is established to bring together 
the best African creatives and networks among tertiary education and market in the youth of 
Africa main stream through Afrobeats, Hip hop, RnB, Dancehall, Amapiano, electric music and 
other genre of music as a universal language and more to celebrate; and maintain a quality net-
working of students in universities and tertiary institutions across the world.



December 23rd

December 23rd

December 24th - 25th

December 25th

December 25th - 26th

December 26th

December 23rd

RETRO RAVE @ JAMROCK RESTAURANT, ACCRA

THE CAKE FAIR : PREMIUM @ ALISA HOTEL (NORTH RIDGE), ACCRA

FAMILY CONFERENCE 
@ THE NATIONAL THEATRE, EXHIBITION HALL, ACCRA

TADIFEST  @ TAKORADI

AROUND THE WORLD FOOD AND DRINKS FESTIVAL
@ ACCRA POLO COURT

LITTLE HAVANA ALL WHITE PARTY ON THE HILLS
@ LITTLE ACRE HOTEL, ABURI 

ADINKRA CARNIVAL  @ LAWN INFRONT OF AIRPORT, ACCRA

Step into a time warp at Retro Rave, JamRock Restaurant, on December 23. Dress in 80s 
Ghanaian/Jamaican fusion, grooving to hits from the 1960s-1990s. Indulge in nostalgia with 
soulful tunes, vibrant prints, and signature cocktails, as we blend cultures and memories. Join us 
for a night of unforgettable rhythms, iconic fashion, and a culinary journey bridging two worlds. 
Limited tickets available. Get ready to dance, eat, and relive the magic of a bygone era. Secure 
your spot now for a euphoric fusion of 80s vibes at Retro Rave.

The Cake Fair: Premium will be a night to wine and dine over original authentic Ghana made 
desserts created by Ghanaian chefs, bakers, and bakeries.  Desserts will be paired with assorted 
wines to compliment the variety of desserts.  There will be 30 premium cake and wine brands 
hosted at 1 premium venue, Alisa Hotel in North Ridge.  The event will begin at 4pm and end by 
11:30pm.  The night will be filled with live acoustics, dessert pairing activities, and networking.  

This event will discuss managing children, wives and husbands in the family setting. It will 
feature a panel forum which will address the effect of racial marriages on the parties involved 
including children and the extended family members, not forgetting the effect of the racial mar-
riages on the society as a whole. 

Tadifest is an annual festival filled with activities geared towards projecting the tourist potentials 
in the western region

Around The World Food and Drinks Festival celebrates the need of building community and 
celebrating diverse cultures from around the world. We believe in bringing people together to 
experience world cultures expressed through food, drinks, and music. Over the years, the festival 
has become a convention of the best cuisine from around the world. Attendees meet people 
from diverse cultures and get the opportunity to savor food textures and colors from different 
communities all over the world. Our goal is to continuously build a community of taste 
adventurers who will journey along to explore the tasty world of cuisine.

LITTLE HAVANA ALL WHITE PARTY ON THE HILLS Vibes 23, THE BIGGEST VIP PARTY IN AFRICA. 
Little Havana is the biggest annual All White Party on the Hills of Aburi that seeks provide VIP 
night life experience & fireworks with worldwide influencers and celebrities. It is an event de-
signed to showcase experience from the best of the best event host from around the world.

The Adinkra Carnival is back! Starting from the 18th of December, we’ll be transforming the 
grounds into a vibrant event with an engaging play area, building up the excitement for the 
grand finale on the 23rd—a sensational parade followed by an amazing concert.

There’s also a great lineup of workshops that will take you behind the scenes of carnival magic. 
Get ready to unleash your creativity as we dive into the art of carnival costume making, giving 
you a chance to be part of the creative process.

December 26th WOODXWATTA AFRO-CARIBBEAN BUSINESS BRUNCH @ ACCRA
Premier Afro-Caribbean business brunch experience connecting the futures of Africa and the 
Caribbean through trade, investment and pop culture. Think Business + Bashment



December 26th

December 27th

December 27th

December 27th

December 27th

December 27th - 28th

A NIGHT OF 1030 LAUGHS & MUSIC @ GRAND ARENA, AICC, ACCRA

WEBNATION AFRICA PRESENTS YOUTUBE CREATOR EVENT @ 
TREEHOUSE/ JAMESTOWN COFFEE, ACCRA

AHA Y3 D3 @ ACCRA

AKAYA’S SCHOOL RENOVATION & DONATION DAY 
@ KETA - SCHOOL , KETA

DETTY RAVE 5 @ UNTAMED EMPIRE , ACCRA

A WOMAN’S INSTINCT @ NATIONAL THEATRE, ACCRA

A Night of 1030 Laughs & Music is an an event designed to provide premium comedy experience 
for the corporate Ghana. With over 30 editions held over a decade the event has featured the 
best comedy acts in Ghana and Africa at large. Held annually on 26th of December, the event 
features good music for the adult community presented by the best in industry.

Join us for an exhilarating YouTube Creator Event in Ghana, celebrating the fusion of Celebrities 
and talented Diaspora Content Creators! This immersive gathering aims to foster economic 
opportunities and ignite a spirit of collaboration in the vibrant Ghanaian landscape. Engage with 
renowned Influencers, Artists , and Entrepreneurs as they share their success stories, tips, and 
insights on thriving in the digital world. Discover the power of cultural exchange, innovation, and 
diverse perspectives as we forge new creative partnerships. Don’t miss this unique chance to 
be inspired, expand your network, and join the global movement of online content creation in 
Ghana!

Aha Y3 D3 is an end-of-year festival featuring Made in Ghana vendors, cultural displays, games, 
fireside chats, musical performances and more. Aha Y3 D3 creates an enabling environment for 
local businesses to showcase and launch their products or services to diasporans visiting Ghana 
in December as well as providing local community engagement.

The AKAYA Foundation is hosting a School Renovation and Donation Day on the 27th of Decem-
ber. Volunteers from Ghana and the diaspora will come together to renovate a school in need, 
donate educational resources, and make a significant impact. This day will involve an explorative 
road trip to the school, which will include transportation, sightseeing, food & drink as well as ful-
filling the main purpose of visit! AKAYA is committed to improving the lives of children, especially 
young girls in their pursuit of an education. This event is a great opportunity to give back to the 
community and make a difference in the lives of children.

Detty Rave, the biggest Afrodance rave is set to take place December 27, 2023. The event is 
the most anticipated party of the year following the success of the 2022 edition, which was 
celebrated as one of the year’s best events in Ghana. The 2022 edition of Detty Rave featured 
Major League DJZ, DJ Neptune, DJ Aroma, Shatta Wale, King Promise, Medikal, Joeboy, Ami Faku, 
Uncle Vinny and more. This year’s event promises to be even bigger with a star-studded lineup 
of Djs, ChopLife SoundSystem, and more surprise acts. 

A total theatre experience of music, drama and dance of the story of an African heroine whose 
story has been told in very few circles and without the importance and fanfare she deserves. 
Synopsis: Perhaps, the most enchanting woman and therefore the most sought after, she 
resolved not to marry any man except whoever would be able to dislodge the white men from 
the castles in Elmira and Cape Coast. Her decision, however, fetched her reprisal from the most 
unexpected source. Adwoa Amissah lived in Cape Coast in the early 19th Century. Playing are 
some of the best actors in the country. It’s written by Abeiku Sagoe, a very versatile writer with 
over forty years’ experience and award winner in play writing and film production. He’s also an 
actor. There will be two performances each night at 4pm and 7.30pm.

December 26th EXPLOSION OF JOY @ ACCRA
“Explosion of Joy is the annual flagship program of Joyful Way Incorporated. Recognized as one 
of Ghana’s most popular gospel events held on December 26, the event has consistently given 
the best gift ever, the birth of Christ, through praise and worship on this platform. “Explosion of 
Joy” provides an opportunity to our patrons, sponsors, partners and the general public to come 
together to relax, meet old friends and make new ones; it is a time for families to bond and 
enjoy good gospel music in a comfortable and relaxed atmosphere. It is also an opportunity for 
Ghanaians to express our appreciation to God for taking us through the year.”



December 29th

December 29th

December 29th

December 30th

December 28th - 29th

TEENS RAVE @ UNTAMED EMPIRE, ACCRA

ADINA AFRICAN DIASPORA INVESTMENT CONFERENCE 
@ KEMPINSKI HOTEL, ACCRA

ANNUAL ALL-WHITE DRINK-UP PARTY @ AUDITORIUM OF C.K. TEDAM 
UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY AND APPLIED SCIENCES, NAVRONGO 

EHALAKASA NATIONAL GRAND SLAM CHAMPIONSHIP 2023
@ SILVERBIRD CINEMA, ACCRA MALL 

AFROFUTURE @ EL WAK, ACCRA

TEENS RAVE is a gathering of the young and young at heart where we seek to inspire the African 
youth starting from the teenager with the vision of helping them discover and utilize their 
potential and capabilities in helping the socio-economic and cultural development of Ghana and 
the African sub region.  The Festival also seeks to bring together teens from different facets of 
the country and the diaspora to promote youth transformational leadership for positive change 
and impact in their communities. It has been three incredible years of inspiring many young 
people across the country and beyond, and we expect to continue with this tremendous act by 
instilling creativity in our young people. This year’s festival encompasses a concert, fashion and 
art show, outdoor games, food drives, pop ups and workshops This main event is dubbed “THE 
HOMECOMING”. welcoming everyone back home from school both in Ghana and abroad to an 
environment of innovation, good music, great vibes and awesome people. Live on the 29th of 
December 2023, Teenagers all around the country and beyond will gather to experience the 
biggest teens festival ever to happen in Ghana and Africa! Follow our page for more information 
on venue release and other incredible stuff! website:@teensraveofficial.com Instagram: 
@teensrave_official Twitter: @teensrave Tiktok : @teensrave

The ADINA Conference is established with the aim to harness the collective potential of the 
global African diaspora towards economic progress in Africa, and among the African diaspora. 
The ADINA Conference intends to inspire, educate and connect. The ADINA Conference brings 
together African public- and private sector leaders, the African diaspora and other international 
Africa-interested stakeholders. The ADINA conference is a great opportunity to meet and engage 
with a strong calibre of African- and African Diaspora leaders and professionals.

The Annual All-White Drink-Up Party, organized by Elite Entertainment, seeks to attract, and con-
verge youth of the Upper East Region residing all over Ghana and the diaspora, under one roof, 
where networking, socialization and education can be attained via entertainment. Networking at 
All-White has over the years led to the development and nurturing of partnerships, educational 
and employment opportunities. The 2023 edition will be hosted at the auditorium of C.K. Tedam 
University of Technology and Applied Sciences, Navrongo.

Ehalakasa National Grand Poetry Slam Championship is the final of the three (3) preliminaries 
that was held from June through October to select the top nine (9) out of over thirty (30) slam-
mers across the country who will be set to slam each other for the covetous trophy to become 
the Ehalakasa National Slam Champion 2023. Ehalakasa National Slam is the answer to the 
question, who will represent Ghana at the next “Africa Cup of Poetry Slam 2024” and later the 
“World Poetry Slam Championship” 2024.

AfroFuture is a celebration of Africa’s diverse culture and the vibrant work of African creatives 
and entrepreneurs.  The festival is designed to elevate and highlight the thrilling and thriving 
millennial talent in Africa by introducing an interactive event that teaches, explains and explores 
various cultures through a pioneering approach. AfroFuture attendees will experience art 
and creative activations from the continent, celebrate African music, and taste premium and 
cultured cuisine.



December 30th - 31st

December 31st

December 31st

December 31st

January 1st

January 1st

January 1st

JERK FESTIVAL @ JAMROCK RESTAURANT, ACCRA

COUNTDOWN AFRICA 2023 @ INDEPENDENCE SQUARE , ACCRA

NYE NEW YEAR’S EVE PARTY @ REHAB BEACH CLUB, ACCRA

CULTURE CULTURE NYE @ PITCH LOUNGE, ACCRA

GHANA DIASPORA ALL STAR GAME 
@ TRUST SPORTS EMPORIUM (BUKOM ARENA) , ACCRA

JUNGLE RAVE @ BUNSO ECO PARK , BUNSO

GHANA BEACH CLEANUP FESTIVAL
@ KUMASAMBA LA BAMBA BEACH, OSU , ACCRA

Experience the sizzle of Jamaican culture at the Jerk Festival, igniting at JamRock on December 
30-31. Immerse yourself in a tantalizing fusion of flavors, dance, and music that embodies the 
heart of Jamaica. Indulge in authentic jerk delights, sway to reggae rhythms, and let the vibrant 
dance moves transport you. This event is not just a festival; it’s a celebration of cultural harmony, 
joining the December festivities in Ghana. Join us for an unforgettable rendezvous with Jamaica’s 
rich heritage. Spice up your year-end with a burst of Jamaican flair at the Jerk Festival, an invita-
tion to December’s rhythm in Ghana.

Ghana represents Africa on the global stage of NEW YEARS EVE FIREWORK celebrations. A night 
filled with performances by some of your favourite artists, music and food - Lets party into 2024, 
the Ghanaian way !

NYE New year’s eve party

The New Year’s Eve party for the diaspora in Ghana aligns with the “A Decade of African 
Renaissance” theme because it aims to celebrate and promote African culture and traditions. 
The event also aligns with the pillars of the theme, which include cultural renewal, economic 
development, and political transformation. By bringing together members of the diaspora and 
celebrating African culture, the event promotes cultural renewal. Additionally, the economic 
impact of the event on the local community contributes to economic development. Finally, the 
event provides an opportunity for members of the diaspora to engage with political issues and 
contribute to political transformation.

The Ghana Diaspora All-Star Game is hosted by Pro Basketball Academy ( a charitable non-profit 
whose mission is to promote basketball in Ghana as a tool for social development while creating 
relevant opportunities for the youth in our communities through sports. Guests can look forward 
to an exquisite red-carpet experience, VIP lounge experience, food vendors, 2 special guest 
appearances, exclusive performances and many more.

Involves bringing the diaspora together with local Ghanaians to party in the jungle of Bunso Eco 
Park at the end of every year.

Volunteers coming together to clean, collect, separate and send waste materials collected for re-
cycling. There will be a drink up and music to create more awareness to keep the beaches clean. 
Free food, drinks and water will be given and there will be a spiritual bath for participants in the 
ocean as a welcome back home and a New Year resolution cleansing for nature, body and soul.  
Aerobics, dance and free massage will commemorate the day

December 30th LET’S LEAD AFRICA SMB BUSINESS EXPO @ WORLD TRADE CENTER,ACCRA
“Our mission is to foster growth, innovation, and collaboration among small and medium-sized 
businesses in Ghana. Through our business expo, we aim to provide a platform that connects 
entrepreneurs, facilitates knowledge sharing, and promotes economic empowerment. We strive 
to inspire and empower business owners, encourage networking opportunities, and showcase 
the diverse potential of Ghanaian enterprises. Together, we will drive sustainable growth, 
cultivate entrepreneurship, and contribute to a thriving business ecosystem in Ghana.”



January 1st

January 2nd

January 4th

January 4th

KPANDO IS OUR HOME CONCERT @ LORRY STATION, KPANDO

THE DIASPORA CONVERSATIONS CONFERENCE @ ACCRA

CONNECT THE DOTS NETWORKING EVENT- CAPE COAST EDITION
@ RIDGE ROYAL HOTEL, CAPE COAST

MAKE A DIFFERENCE BY CHANGING THE NARRATIVE
@ NATIONAL THEATRE, ACCRA

An annual homecoming concert that brings together all indigenes and brethren in the diaspora 
back home to mentor the youths, network, share ideas, identify business opportunities, un-
earth homegrown budding creatives, and have fun. The event also serves as a special-purpose 
vehicle to address issues surrounding substance abuse in the community. The event has been in 
existence since 2017 which stands as a testament to the spirit of togetherness that de-fines our 
beloved town.

The 3rd Annual Diaspora Conversations Conference aims to provide governmental institutions, 
various organisations, investors and the diasporan community with the opportunity to connect, 
share and understand the systems and processes of getting things done in Ghana. The vari-
ous panel discussions will tackle issues the diasporan community face and explore investment 
opportunities. This event will be an opportunity to connect with like-minded individuals and 
explore how the community can support Ghana’s development by playing a pivitol role.

Connect the Dots networking event is an event aimed to support attendees to attain their pro-
fessional goals, through networking. Each attendee will get the opportunity to introduce them-
selves to all others in attendance, sharing what they have to offer and what they want and need. 
There will also be an expert panel sharing how they’ve overcome challenges, obtained start-up 
capital and moved their businesses to the next level, in Ghana.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE BY CHANGING THE NARRATIVE” Come and experience Ghana. Let us reig-
nite and revitalise Garveyism, participate in the renaissance of African greatness, and celebrate 
the achievements of our young people. Awarding our recently trained Electric/Electronic youths 
MMGF Certificate, Energy Commission Certificate, and tools/equipment to commence their next 
journey. MMG Foundation will launch programs: Renewable Energy Electric/Electronics Carpen-
try/Joinery Indigenous Skills Targeting unemployed youths aged 18 –35yrs with an ambition to 
succeed. MMGF annual events: 7th January, “Graduation Award,” and 17th August, “Garvey Day 
Commemoration”. We are committed to growing a hub for the Garvey African Renaissance. “If 
the mind thinks it, the hands can do it”


